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It is required that you read this legal disclaimer section carefully. If you have any doubts, get advice
from legal, financial, taxation, or other competent law practitioners. All of the information provided
here is not intended to be complete, and it should never be construed as a part of different
contractual arrangements.

Our firm conviction is that the information provided in this white paper is accurate and up to date
and that all products, services, technical architecture, NFT and token distribution, and company
timelines are accurate and up to date. Furthermore, all of these materials may have changed
without notice, and they can never be considered a signatory agreement of advice.

Not Advice: 
This white paper does not obligate anybody to sign a contract or make a legally enforceable
commitment to contribute. This white paper also does not constitute any form or part of any
opinion that can be construed as advice, or that can be used to sell or solicit any offer by
Trillions to purchase our NFT and token, nor shall it be construed as a part of any effect that
can be used in the formation of a contract or an investment decision. 

Compliance with tax obligations:
Users of the Website are entirely responsible for determining what taxes apply to their transactions.
The Website's owners or authors are not responsible for determining which taxes apply to
transactions.

Limitation of liability:
BLOCKCHAIN 420 shall not be held liable for any loss or harm resulting from the use of this
website's material, including written material, links to third-party sites, data, quotations, charts, and
buy/sell signals. Please be fully informed about the dangers and expenses of trading assets on the
financial markets ( digital or otherwise ). ICOs, in particular, are one of the riskiest investing
options. There's a chance you'll lose your whole investment.

No Liability
Investment

RiskNot Advice

DISCLAIMER
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Human beings are the only living beings on the planet, that have a sense of being thrown into this world. We
recognize what choice is, and how we don't have it, when we are born. This means that some will be born
lucky, while for most others the same cannot be said. But even in the face of this daunting situation.
Human ingenuity has always prevailed to overcome our difficulties. The wealth disparity human ingenuity has
given us the answer, by taking our fates into our own hands, through the decentralization of finance as we
know it through cryptocurrency, The Love Care Coin token, which is here to bring the faith back, through a
completely decentralized cryptocurrency blockchain technology.
The Love Care Coin TLCC cryptocurrency is aimed at making all transactions transparent, providing a fair
battle ground to everyone to remove debt slavery from the people. If the debt is removed, then people would
have their fate in their own hands. 
The Love Care Coin tokens ICO is happening right now, with limited supply. Blockchain 420 Inc offers a free
cryptocurrency wallet for anyone with internet access from the website or apps available now on Android and
Apple.
Blockchain 420 provides an individual link when you register, that allows you to earn 11 percent commission
from others purchasing TLCC directly from their wallet.
Blockchain 420 has come to help investors who are serious about learning about crypto 
currencies and NFT’s. Along with Watts, our cryptocurrency teacher, teaching about cryptocurrencies and how
they are used. 
Blockchain 420 Baby Blocks Kart is our NFT based web 3 racing game under development, Rated E for
everyone. You can secure your individual game character 
NFT on our website or Opensea. 
Twenty percent of all profits from Blockchain 420 are distributed to the people and causes, through The Higher
Love Foundation, with five percent of the profits from the Baby Blocks Kart game, will go directly to pregnant
women, mothers, children, and families who could use a hand up. 
Leverage on this philanthropic opportunity with The Love Care Coin and Baby Blocks Kart in partnership with
Blockchain 420 Inc. simultaneously taking your fate back and become financially free. Participate in The Love
Care Coin token ICO sales and Baby Blocks Kart NFT based racing game to create a better future for yourself
and others.

Help us spread The Love.
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INTRODUCTION

Spread The Love with Blockchain 420 and The Higher Love Foundation



Our vision is to bring inclusion and accessibility into the new global
financial systems to everyone around the world. Giving people the
control of their financial destiny while allowing everyone to help
others around the world less fortunate improve their quality of life.
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VISION

Our Core Values

INTEGRITY HONESTY TRUST

QUALITY ACCESSIBILTY
MUTUAL 

RELATIONSHIP



 

Baby Blocks
Kart
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ECOSYSTEM

BC420
Pay

TLCC

BLOCKCHAIN 420

NFTMetaverse

Play to Earn

Smart
Contract



Blockchain 420 Inc is there to change the world with love and care, so we

created The Love Care Coin (TLCC) token to ensure this happens.

Blockchain 420 Inc offers a free TLCC cryptocurrency wallet for anyone with

internet access from the website or apps available on Android and Apple

Allowing participation in the global decentralized financial systems of

cryptocurrency investing

Users can also send and receive cryptocurrency much faster than a bank or

wire transfer.

Making remittance extremely fast, affordable and reliable. 

Blockchain transactions are transparent and irreversible.

Transactions are secure.

TLCC enables bank-less transactions worldwide with financial freedom that

everyone deserves.

Offering affiliate links to make a profit by sharing TLCC with others.

THE LOVE CARE COIN

Blockchain 420 Presents The Love Care Coin 
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TLCC Crypto Wallet Open an Account 
Send, Receive &
Purchase TLCC

Buy TLCC Coin with
major cryptocurrencies

Trusted and Secure
Crypto Wallet

Manage Profile

OUR TLCC APP

Let’s See Our Mobile App
Available on App Store and Play Store 
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https://play.google.com/store/search?q=blockchain%20420&c=apps
https://apps.apple.com/ml/app/blockchain-420-tlcc-coin/id1585103342


NFT

NFTs were born with Crypto Kitties in 2018 and went mainstream in 2021. NFTs, also known as

non-fungible tokens, are unique, digital items with blockchain-managed ownership. Each unit of an

NFT can be considered one of a kind. These can consist of collectibles, game items, digital art,

event tickets, domain names, and even contract ownership records for physical assets. Since 2018,

NFTs have seen explosive growth with evolving technologies and have earned a passionate user-

base. The trade volume of NFTs in 2021 was $24.9 billion, according to DappRadar. That’s up from

$95 million in 2020.

Background  

In 2018, the NFT industry market cap was measured at just over $30 billion. In 2019, the crypto

winter hit the market and was notably a down year for the blockchain industry. However, the

NFT market cap rose by 33%, weighing in at $40 million. 

In 2020, the market cap continued on its path of growth. At the end of the year, it was at roughly

$141.56 million. 
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• 2021 was the breakthrough - NFT transactions tripled, reaching more than $338.04

billions. 

• Today’s entertainment, game, art, and Finance industries are buzzing about NFTs. This

includes musicians earning millions of dollars through releasing their own NFTs, to

professional athletes launching their own NFT companies, and gaming clubs looking for

opportunities to mint their own NFT tokens. 

The market cap of NFT shows a fast-moving development, growing nearly ten-fold

between 2018 and 2021. NFTs have rapidly gained popularity among gamers, artists,

celebrities, and influencers as a way to digitize their brands or IP rights. Any fan, no matter

if they admire a music band, a football team, or Harry Potter books, loves to collect merch

and memorabilia, and won’t miss the chance to get to a Meet & Greet, a concert, or a

match.

NFT
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Blockchain 420 Inc. is taking a step towards the metaverse, with the release of the Blockchain

420 Baby Blocks NFT collection. This collection will power both a soon-to-be-released kart

racing game in 2023 and a future, full-featured metaverse gaming experience, through which

they intend to follow in the footsteps of gaming legends like The Sandbox, Mario Brothers,

Minecraft, and Roblox.

Art imitates life with Blockchain 420’s Baby Blocks NFT-based Metaverse game. Just like

people, all Baby Blocks are unique, one-of-a-kind NFTs with different personality traits. As with

humans, there are good Baby Blocks and mischievous Baby Blocks who get themselves into all

kinds of situations, thankfully the good Baby Blocks usually come to their rescue before they get

into any really serious trouble.

20% of the profits made from Blockchain 420 Inc, and all its subsidiaries, including The Love

Care Coin (TLCC), Baby Blocks NFTs, and gaming as well as other upcoming projects go to

fund The Higher Love Foundation; a community-based foundation dedicated to helping people

around the world.

A minimum of 5% of these profits will go directly towards the special needs of babies and

pregnant women around the world.

By Baby Block NFT we get the unique Baby Block Character Kart in Game character Baby

Block Metaverse character.

BABY BLOCKS NFT
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10.22 baby Block Mint

MINTING FINISHED

Baby Block Metaverse

update launch

2025

2022

Launched Landing Page

Over 266 Baby Blocks

Minted

Release Baby Blocks

Kart Teaser

2024

Mint remaining 10,000

Baby Blocks NFTs

Baby Blocks Kart Game

Level Expansion 

ROAD MAP BABY BLOCKS NFT

Starting the Baby

Blocks NFT Collection

2021

Mint 5000 Baby Blocks NFTs

Baby Blocks Kart Game

Introduction

Baby Blocks Kart Game

Launch

2023
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WHAT IS BC420 PAY

Allow customers to pay for your services online
Add your form's link on your website pages and invoices
No need for a card reader
Funds deposited straight to your crypto account

Easily take cryptocurrency payments in person or online.
Accept major cryptocurrency payments in person or online using the
Blockchain420 payment form. Simple and secure payment designed
with service providers in mind.

WHAT OUR CLIENTS SAY

Easy To Use
It is simple and intuitive, so

you’ll spend less time on

paperwork and wow your

clients with payment link.

Get paid instantly
'Pay now' options on your online

invoices let your customers pay you
instantly. They can pay straight from
the invoice with a Coinbase or any

other exchange or crypto mobile app.

Organized in the Cloud
Blockchain420 Pay lives in the

cloud so you can securely access

it from your desktop, phone and

tablet wherever you are.
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INVOICES PAID STRAIGHT

TO YOUR CRYPTO
Funds are deposited straight to

your crypto account using

blockchain technologies.

MANAGE ALL YOUR

TRANSACTIONS
View, track and manage all your

invoice details and transactions

made through Blockchain420.

CUSTOMISE YOUR

PAYMENT PAGE
Upload your company's logo,

contact number and email on

your form page.

RECEIVE INSTANT

NOTIFICATIONS
You and the payer will receive

immediate email notifications with

every payment submission.

ACCEPTING ALL CRYPTO
Accept Bitcoin, Ethereum,

Tether, BNB, XRP, Terra,

Cardano and Solana free of

cost.

SAFE AND SECURE
Our forms are blockchain based

powered ensuring security. We

also don't store any payment

details.

BC420 PAY FEATURES 

Discover how BC420 Pay software will help your business.
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Free Cryptocurrency
Wallet

OUR SERVICES

Defi
Compatiable

Tokenizes
BC420 Gaming

Power
BC420 Pay

NFT game
characters

What Service
We Offer
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A Utility Token
Giving back 20%

through The Higher
Love Foundation

On Binance
Smart Chain
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Blockchain420's business model provides peer-to-peer business. This

allows end users to interact directly with each other. P2P business models

can be monetized in a number of ways, including tokens, SaaS, and

transaction fees.

BUSINESS STRUCTURE

TLCC is integrated with blockchain entertainment, education platform and

blockchain. Wallets, NFT-based video games, Metaverse, POS systems,

The Higher Love Foundation. The mobile app is deployed to end users

using Blockchain420 and the cloud, providing rapid deployment.

BC420Gaming monetizes all areas around the circuit and commercial

advertising space during the game, additionally rewarding users with “Play

to Earn” features from Blockchain420 and its advertisers. In addition, the

product lineup will be announced.
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MEET OUR TEAM

Experienced and Professional Team
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Roberto Benitez
Founder and CEO

Vishal Savaliya
Blockchain Consultant

Mughira Pal
Executive Administrator

Samantha Benitez
COO

Zoe Benitez
Social Media Specialist,

Evelyn Hinds
Lead Brand AmbassadorDesmond Hinds

CFO

D’edge
PANAMA BRAND AMBASSADOR

Don Pippin
Philanthropy Chair

Fonz Morris
Blockchain Education Chancellor



TOKENOMICS
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10% Airdrop / Staking Rewards
11% Commission / Link rewards
10% Marketing
19% Game Development Kart / Casino
20% Exchange / Liquidity
15% Team
10% Token Burn / Community
5% The Higher Love Foundation Charity

Airdrop / Staking Rewards
10%

 Commission / Link rewards
11%

Marketing
10%

Exchange / Liquidity
20%

Team
15%

Game Development Kart / Casino
19%

Token Burn / Community
10%

The Higher Love
 Foundation Charity

5%



REWARDS AND ICO PRICING
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Blockchain420 Inc. is rewarding token holders of phase one of the pre ICO

launch. Good faith and dedication to the community and our cause will be

rewarded by current holdings converted to $0.01 USD with an additional 5%

increase in their wallet balances. 

With the project being fully developed and deployed, Phase 2 of the ICO

begins offering The Love Care Coin at $0.01 USD per TLCC token.

Our goal is to sell 12,500,000 tokens to list on an exchange and provide

liquidity by Christmas 2022 thus bringing in the new year exchange listed

allowing us to increasingly spread the love. 

Staked/Locked TLCC tokens are visible on The Binance Smart Chain in

accordance with our tokenomics outline by simply viewing the wallet

address(es).



Website Development
Smart Contract Development
Launching Android and IOS
application
Launching Pre-ICO 
Launch BC420 Gaming
Launching BC420 Pay Web3
Gateway 

   

PHASE 1

PHASE 2

Launch ICO
Listing in Centralized Exchange
Listing in Coingecko 
Listed in Coinmarketcap
 Creating Play to Earn Game (Endless
Running Game)
Building our own Metaverse and
Selling Land
Launching Casino in Metaverse 
Land owner can build their House,
farm, shop in our Metaverse

ROAD MAP
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TELEGRAM   t.me/+Pw7-uSNGoVs4YzBh

TWITTER    https://twitter.com/Blockchain420iL

TIKTOK   www.tiktok.com/@blockchain420inc

INSTAGRAM   https://instagram.com/Blockchain420inc

YOUTUBE   www.youtube.com/channel/blockchain420inc

FACEBOOK   https://www.facebook.com/Blockchain420Inc

LinkedIn  https://www.linkedin.com/in/robertobenitezblockchain420/

Twitch  https://www.twitch.tv/blockchain420

DISCORD  https://discord.com/invite/baby+blocks

OPEANSEA  https://opensea.io/@blockchain420inc

BC420Pay   www.bc420pay.io

BLOCKCHAIN420  www.blockchain420.io

TLCC  www.blockchain420.net/tokensale/

BC420Gaming   www.bc420gaming.io

CONTACT US
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FOLLOW US ON SOCIAL MEDIA TO STAY UPDATED

WITH OUR PROJECT!

https://twitter.com/Blockchain420iL
https://www.facebook.com/Blockchain420Inc
https://t.me/+Pw7-uSNGoVs4YzBh
https://twitter.com/Blockchain420iL
https://www.tiktok.com/@blockchain420?utm_medium=social&utm_source=linktree&utm_campaign=tiktok
https://instagram.com/Blockchain420inc
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCHocBEv3LIWsRMUmzFReZUQ
https://www.facebook.com/Blockchain420Inc
https://www.linkedin.com/in/robertobenitezblockchain420/
https://www.twitch.tv/blockchain420
https://discord.com/invite/A7aM6fEYV6?utm_medium=social&utm_source=linktree&utm_campaign=baby+blocks
https://opensea.io/login?referrer=%2Faccount%3Futm_medium%3Dsocial%26utm_source%3Dlinktree%26utm_campaign%3Dopensea
http://www.bc420pay.io/
http://www.blockchain420.io/
http://www.blockchain420.net/tokensale/
https://bc420gaming.io/
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